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Abstract: Four-character Structure, the language unit composed by four independent characters, is the major component of Chinese
words. It can be words or phrases, formed in ways of expanded and contrasted words, loosen phrases, jargons, idioms and idioms variations.
Four-character structures are made of four Chinese characters. They often fall into the categories of free phrases and set phrases. Free
four-character phrases are composed of four free Chinese characters. It contains idioms as well as other meaningful words composed with
four characters. This kind of four characters is assembled temporarily and can be broken up to form new phrases. Set phrases are settled
patterns of language and allow little or no changes in forms. The meanings cannot be deduced from the individual characters. At this time,
researchers on translation of Chinese idioms and adoption of four-character idioms in translation have been made to a wide extent. However,
researches on how to translate free four-character phrases, especially classic Chinese phrases, into English are relatively rear. Therefore, it is
necessary to focus on this point. In this thesis, foreignization and domestication are applied to deal this problem, as well as a classification of
Four-character structures. Through the researches of Four-character Structure, we have learned the right way of classifications, which guide
us in the process of translation.
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Introduction
With the frequent exchanges and communications between different
countries, translation, as a way of transferring languages and cultures, is
playing a major role in cross-cultural communication.

Four-Character Structures. Only do we make the right classification, can
we make conclusions about how to translate Four-Character Structures.
1.1 The Definition of Four-Character Structures
In the long history of Chinese literature, researchers cannot ignore
the importance of four-character phrases. Four-Character Structures are

Four-character phrases, as a kind of vocabulary unit, have shown its

balanced in structure, enjoyable to ear，easy to remember and catering to

importance in both ancient and modern Chinese. The Contemporary

Chinese people's favor of balance and phonetic beauty. It's necessary to

Chinese Dictionary contains about 4,700 four-character phrases; taking

be clear about the definition of Chinese four-character phrases first in

up almost 10 per cent of the whole entries, which shows the great

order to make a further discussion on them.

importance of this kind of language phenomenon. There are quite a lot

It is hard to give a satisfactory and fixed definition to four-character

four-character phrases in modern Chinese that derived from ancient

structures for their complex grammatical and linguistic features. The

Chinese classics. Even if some are not, their construction patterns still

analysis of four-character expressions first appears in The Consistent

have close connections with four-character phrases in ancient Chinese.

Four-Character Expressions in Chinese. Scholars hold different opinions

Four-character phrases have long been a fundamental and vital language

towards the definition of four-character structures. Some hold that

patterns in many books. They appeared first in the poetry anthology Book

four-character expressions equal Chinese idioms; while others think free

of Songs over two thousand years before. Literary works after it also

phrases should be included besides idioms.
According to Chinese Grammar and Rhetorical Dictionary,

employ a large amount of four-character phrases.
Since four-character phrases are indispensable components of

four-character structures are set patterns which are composed of four

Chinese language which not only possess a vital position but also have a

Chinese characters. In the narrow sense, four-character phrases mostly

great vitality, it's of great significance to make research on translating

refer to Chinese idioms, which are fixed in meaning and structure, such

Chinese four-character phrases into English in the circumstance of

as“韬光养晦”，“缘木求鱼”，“望梅止渴”etc. While four-character

globalization, culture interactions and exchanges and it's definitely a

phrases in the wide sense refer to phrases free in their components. They

great challenge to every translator to translate classic Chinese

are often used in spoken Chinese, phrases ,“紧密相连”，“彻彻底底”，“合

four-character phrases into English. It is commonly acknowledged that

作愉快”etc., belong to this category.

there are difficulties in translating its.

1. The Definition and the Classification of Four-Character
Structures
Let’s start the essay from the definition and the classification of

1.2 The Classification of Four-Character Structure in Call to
arms
Call to Arms, the famous collection of Lu Xun’s short essays,
depicted vividly the social life from the Revolution of 1911 to the May
4th Movement of 1919.
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conventions. The idiom refers to a casual or careless way. “重整旗鼓”is

idioms in Coordination Structure, idioms with

also an idiom in verb-object structure.“重”is used as an adverb with

Pre-Modifiers, idioms in Verb-Object Structure and idioms in

meaning of "again" or "once more".“整”is a verb whose meaning is

on the structure:

reorganization or consolidation.“旗鼓”is the object in this idiom and it

Subject-Predicate Structure.
1.2.1 Idioms in Coordination Structure

refers to flags and drums used in the army. The idiom signifies pulling

There are over 10000 four-character idioms and about 4000 of them

one's forces together and start again after a defeat. In Call to Arms,

are usually used in modern Chinese, among which, coordination is the

examples are“走投无路”and“无精打采”.

most common structure. “Coordination means the two constituents

1.2.3 Idioms in Subject-Predicate Structure
Idioms in subject-predicate structure consist of subjects and

having the same grammatical form. Idioms in coordination structure
consist of pairs of characters which are neatly paralleled.”（王阳，2003：

predicates. For example,“老马识途”literally means "an old horse knows

16 ）In the idiom in coordination structure, the first and the third

the way".“ 老 马 ”is the subject in this idiom and it signifies an

constituents are synonyms or antonyms, while the second and the fourth

experienced people.“ 识 ”is the predicate and it means "know" or

constituents are synonyms or antonyms. The coordination structure can

"remember".“途”is used as the object and the meaning is way, road or

be divided into following groups.

direction. The idiom refers to the experienced people who know the ropes.

Pre-modifier structure plus pre-modifier structure: this kind of

Idioms in subject-predicate structure consist of subjects and predicates.

coordination structure is composed of two paralleled pre-modifier

For example, “ 昙 花 一 现 ”literally means lasting briefly as the

structures.

For

carefully.“

深

example:“ 深 思 熟 虑 ”means
”and“

熟

”refer

to

"deep"

to
or

over

epiphyllum.“昙花”is the subject in the idiom. It is a kind of plant which

"careful",

blossoms out and withers almost at the same time. “现”means appearance

think

while“思”and“虑”mean thinking or consideration. Both of“深思”and“熟

and it is the predicate. The idiom signifies that something vanishes as

虑”refer to careful consideration. This coordination structure makes the

soon as it appears. In Call to Arms, idioms in subject-predicate structure

idiom intensive and catchy. In Call to Arms, examples are“青面獠牙”.

are“自告奋勇” and“自讨苦吃”.

Verb-object structure plus verb-object structure: this kind of
coordination structure is composed of two verb-object structures, for

2. Domestication and Foreignization in Idiom Translation

example,“乘风破浪”. “乘风破浪”literally means sailing through the

A lot of methods have been put forward by translation scholars to

wind and cutting through the waves.“ 乘 ”and“ 破 ”are verbs,

solve the problems in cross-culture translation. Translation theorists and

while“风”and“浪”are objects. The idiom means having a high ambition

linguists from different countries summarized all kinds of strategies and

as riding the waves, or to overcome all the difficulties. In Call to Arms,

techniques basing on different cultural background. Foreignization and

examples are“装腔作势”.

domestication are the most important ones.

Repetition structure: this kind of coordination structure consists of

Foreignization and domestication come to the translation field as a

repetitions of constituents. Idioms in the structure are usually used as

pair of new terms.

adjective, and they have impressive rhythm. The constituents are

translation; unusual expressions to the target culture are exploited and

“Domestication means the target-culture-oriented

meaningless if they are taken apart. For example:“ 马 马 虎 虎 ” ，

turned into some familiar ones so as to make the translated text easy for

“马”and“虎”respectively means horse and tiger. It refers to someone

the

careless or something casual. In Call to Arms, examples are“踉踉跄

source-culture-oriented translation; it strives to preserve the foreign

跄”and“战战兢兢”.

flavor to transfer the source language and culture in to the target one.”（王

1.2.2 Idioms with Pre-Modifiers
Idioms with pre-modifiers have modifiers before nouns. The

readers

to

apprehend.

Foreignization

refers

to

a

阳，2003：25-26）
2.1 Definitions of Domestication and Foreignization

previous constituents are used to modify the posterior constituents and

Lawrence Venuti, a famous American translator, he was the first

the posterior ones are the major parts of the whole idiom. For

person to introduced domestication and foreignization in his book The

example,“一丘之貉”literally means jackals from the same lair. The

Translator's Invisibility: A History of Translation. He said “foreignization

major constituent of the idiom is“ 貉 ”while the modifier is“ 一 丘

is an approach that the translator leaves the author in peace, as much as

之”.Similar with the English idiom "birds of a feather", it refers to people

possible, and moves the reader towards him” while domestication is one

of the same ilk. Take another example,“ 天 壤 之 别 ”means a vast

that the translator "leaves the reader in peace, as much as possible, and

difference. The major constituent is“别”，which means difference. The

moves the author towards him"(Venuti, 2004:19-20)

modifier“天壤之”means "like the distance between heaven and earth", in

By developing these two terms Venuti meant to argue against the

which heaven and earth are extremes. The idiom refers to a world of

tendency of the transparent translation and invisibility of the translator. In

difference or as far apart as heaven and earth. It applies hyperbole to

his opinion, domestication is a derogative term. On the basis of Venuti's

emphasize the difference between two things or people. In Call to Arms,

theory, Schuttleworth and Cowie in their book Dictionary of Translation

examples are“与众不同”and“自知之明”.

Studies define the term of domestication in this way:

1.2.3 Idioms in Verb-Object Structure

A term used by Venuti(1995)to describe the translation strategy in

Idioms in verb-object structure consist of verbs and objects. For

which a transparent, fluent style is adopted in order to minimize the

example,“不拘小节”means not to stick to trifles.“拘”is a verb and it

strangeness of the foreign text for target language readers…...it is

means to pay attention or to mind.“小节”means small matters or trivial

identified with a policy common in dominant cultures which are
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“aggressively monolingual, unreceptive to the foreign”’, and which he

each other. There are other kinds of translation strategies and these

describes as being “accustomed to fluent translations that invisibly

strategies also have their pros and cons..

inscribe foreign text with [target language] values and provide readers

3. Analysis of Yang’s Translation of Call to Arms

with narcissistic experience of recognizing their own culture in a cultural
other”. (Schuttleworth & Cowie, 2004:43-44)

The following analysis is based on the three classifications above.

“Foreignizing translation in which a TT is produced which

And Yang Hsien-yi’s version has been taken for examples. According to

deliberately breaks target conventions by retaining something of the

this version of translation, foreignization and domestication have both

foreignness of the original."(Schuttleworth & Cowie, 2004:59) Venuti

been applied to create different effect and to make sure the readers are

regarded foreignizing translation as a challenge towards domestication

clear about the essay and to appreciate the beauty of Chinese short essay.

and the function is to "register the linguistic and cultural difference of the
foreign text, sending the reader abroad."(Venuti, 2004:20) In translation,
domestication means removing all strangeness and foreignness of the
source text and making the translation read like the original.
“Domestication is oriented towards the target language.” (沙特尔沃思，
考伊,2005:167)Foreignization is the opposite approach and by applying
this method the foreignness of the source language will be kept to the
greatest possible extent and the translation will certainly read like a
translation.
2.2 Application of Domestication and Foreignization in Idiom
Translation
Idioms are cultural-loaded phrases, which have been frequently used
in literature works. Four-character idiom is of great importance in China.

3.1 Idioms in Coordination Structure
a.青面獠牙：那青面獠牙的一伙人，便都哄笑起来（鲁迅，2000：
13）
Then all those long-toothed people with livid faces began to hoot
with laughter. (杨宪益，戴乃迭，2009：23)
b.装腔作势：装腔作势罢了，这真可憎恶（鲁迅，2000：68）
Putting on an act like this is simply disgusting. (杨宪益，戴乃迭，
2009：121)
c.战战兢兢：含着大希望的恐怖的悲声，游丝似的在西关门前的
黎明中，战战兢兢的叫喊（鲁迅，2000：123）
In the dawn this cry， fearful and despairing yet fraught with infinite
hope， throbbed and trembled like a floating thread before the West Gate
of the town. (杨宪益，戴乃迭，2009：379)

Their characteristics increase difficulties in understanding and translating

a.青面獠牙 is used to describe the appearance of a fierce and

process. Foreignization and domestication can respectively be used to

malicious man. “青面”and “獠牙” are in pre-modifier structure and their

deal with the translation of four-character idiom and lead to different

functions are equal, to define someone’s look. Therefore, both of them

effects. “To adopt which one of domestication and foreignization mainly

should be translated. In this case, Yang Hsien-yi uses foreignization.

depends on the translator's motivation and expectation of target language

When reading this idiom, target language readers share the same

reader's acceptability” (吕文澎，喜慧超，2009:59-61). Translators who

understanding with source language readers.

seek to introduce those exotic features into the target language and retain

b.装腔作势 is an idiom in coordination structure composed of two

the original style would use foreignization. When the original image does

verb-object constructions. “装腔”and “作势”are in a similar meaning.

not play an important part in the source language text or the source

Therefore, it is not necessary to translate both of them. Yang Hsien-yi

language image is beyond the knowledge of the target language readers,

transfers the information to target readers in the way of domestication,

translators may adopt domestication to replace the image in the source

which enable the target language reader to experience in the same way as

language with a standard target language image.

the source language readers do.

For instance, “雨后春笋”refers to that something emerges rapidly in

c.战战兢兢 is composed of repetitions of two characters “战” and

large numbers.“ 笋 ”means bamboo which mainly grows in Asia,

“ 兢 ”, which have the same meaning. This idiom literally means

especially in China. It is one of the most common plants in China. The

trembling with fear, but in the translation, both foreignization and

target language readers from other countries may have no knowledge of it.

domestication are employed. Yang used to words that reflect the action to

If foreignization is adopted, “the translation ‘like bamboo shooting after a

show this fear and alliteration is also used to make a rhyme.

spring rain’ may mislead or confuse the target language readers. They can
only comprehend it to the point that they can conceive of how the
original language readers understand and appreciate the idiom. On the
contrary, if domestication is applied and the idiom is translated as ‘like
mushroom after a rain’, the target language readers will easily understand
the idiom because a familiar image is employed”(刘雯，2011：146-147).

3.2 Idioms with Pre-Modifiers
a.与众不同：原谅坏人几句，他便说“翻天妙手，与众不同”（鲁
迅，2000：10）.
while if I excused evildoers he would say， “Good for you， that
shows originality.” (杨宪益，戴乃迭，2009：25)
b.人们是每苦于没有“自知之明”的（鲁迅，2000：123）。

“Under the guidance of Nida's equivalence theory, the former translation

It is a common failing， this lack of “self-knowledge.” (杨宪益，戴乃迭，

can be evaluated as a formal-equivalence-achieved one, while the latter

2009：379)

can be regarded as a functional-equivalence-achieved one.”（高圆圆，
2009：67）

a.与众不同，the major part of the idiom is “不同”, means being
unique or different. The pre-modifier structure“与众”means among other

From the above exploration, it can be concluded that “neither

people. The idiom here signifies that the one is different from all other

domestication nor foreignization is the absolute strategy in the translation

people. Domestication is used here by Yang Hsien-yi. He translated this

of four-character idioms (Nida, 1993: 78)”. Although domestication and

idiom in an opposite way, not literally. The intensive expression enables

foreignization conflict with each other, they are also supplementary to

the target language reader to share the same appreciation with the source
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language readers.
b. 自 知 之 明 In the idiom“ 自 知 之 明 ”,“ 自 知 ”means knowing

Conclusion

oneself, referring to self-understanding.“明” refers to wisdom. Thus the

The purpose of this thesis is to evaluate the translation of

idiom means someone has the wisdom to know his or her position and

four-character structure in the English version of Call to Arms under the

behaves properly. Yang Hsien-yi's translation, self-knowledge, with the

guidance of Foreignization and Domestication, to explore the use in

method of foreignization and the use of a common English word, is

different situation that will enable the target language readers to

accurate that the target language readers are enabled to understand and

comprehend the meaning and to appreciate the beauty of Chinese short

appreciate the idiom easily

essay.

3.3 Idioms in Verb-Object Structure
a. 走投无路：所谓学洋务，社会上便以为是一种走投无路的人，
只得将灵魂卖给鬼子（鲁迅，2000：2）

Call to Arms, as a famous collection of Lu Xun’s short essay,
depicted vividly the social life from the Revolution of 1911 to the May
4th Movement of 1919. From the point of democracy, with the spirit of

Anyone who studied “foreign subjects” was a social outcast

Renaissance and Humanism, Lu Xun unveiled the in-depth conflict

regarded as someone who could find no way out and was forced to sell

between people and the society, and dissected and refused the settled old

his soul to foreign devils. (杨宪益，戴乃迭，2009：3)

system of society and traditional idea in people’s mind. As the

b.无精打采：那老女人叹一口气，无精打采的收起饭菜（鲁迅，
2000：91）
The old woman sighed，and listlessly picked up the rice and dishes.
(杨宪益，戴乃迭，2009：95)
a. “走投无路”is in verb-object structure. Its literal meaning is
having no way to go. “走投”means not walk or rely on, while“无

crystallization of culture, the proof of the depth of Chinese language, the
vehicle of emotional expressions, four-character idioms greatly increase
the vividness of the language and help readers to enter into Lu Xun’s
mode of thoughts. Moreover, the characteristics of four-character idioms
increase not only the expressiveness of language, but also the difficulties
in the process of understanding and translating.

路”means no way or no body. It is frequently used to modify a man in

The significance of the thesis lies in the following four aspects. First

dead ally. Yang Hsien-yi applies domestication did not retain the form of

of all, a thorough understanding of four-character idioms will help to

the idiom. It is the formal equivalence attained which may lead confusion

translate idioms more effectively. Secondly, the understanding of the

of the target language readers.

proper choice on translation strategy will improve the quality of idiom

b. 无精打采 means have no spirit, defeated or in a bad mood. 精

translation. Thirdly, it can be observed that strategies are not absolute,

means spirit and 采 means mood. They are antonyms. Yang Hsien-yi’s

they should be employed flexibly. Finally, there is no absolute or perfect

translation is accurate and the target language readers are enabled to

equivalence between source language and target language, but only

understand and appreciate the idiom easily.

equivalence to certain degree. Therefore, what the idiom translators seek

3.4. Idioms in Subject-Predicate Structure

is the maximum of equivalence, the equivalence of form, content and the

a.自告奋勇：蓝皮阿五也伸出手来，很愿意自告奋勇（鲁迅，2000：

response of the readers.

92）
Bule-skinned Awu raised his hand to volunteer to help (杨宪益，戴
乃迭，2009：97)
b.自讨苦吃：车夫多事，也正是自讨苦吃（鲁迅，2000：110）
The rickshaw man asked for trouble (杨宪益，戴乃迭，2009：121)
a.自告奋勇：This idiom is in subject-predicate structure. “自” is the
subject with the meaning of oneself. “告” is the verb which means to
stand out.“奋勇” is bravery. “自告奋勇”refers to someone volunteer to
do something. Yang Hsien-yi’ domesticate translation can be easily
understood by the target language readers. The form of the idiom is not
retained in his translation, in which Chinese culture is not revealed.
b.自讨苦吃：Like the previous one, “自” is the subject with the

---------------------------------------------------------------------
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